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Abstract: SND detector operates at the VEPP-2000 collider (BINP, Novosibirsk). To improve
events selection for physical analysis and facilitate online detector control we developed new data
quality monitoring (DQM) system. The system includes online and reprocess control modules,
automatic decision making scripts, interactive (web based) and program (python) access to various
quality estimates. This access is implemented with node.js server with data in RDBMS MySQL.
We describe here general system logics, its components and some implementation details.
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1 Introduction
The SND detector [1–3] operates at the VEPP-2000 collider [4] since 2008. It produces hundreds
gigabytes of stored raw data per day [5]. The data are complemented with dozens megabytes of
metadata, facility conditions (beam energy, luminosity, crate temperatures, etc.) and additional
statistics (histograms etc.) that could be used in reconstruction, processing and system control.
An important part of experiment software is a data quality monitoring (DQM) system. This
is necessary to obtain the meaningful data for physical analysis and to control the detector state.
Recently DQM software was seriously redesigned. We present here the new system and its first
usage experience.
The data quality metadata are generated at every stage of data collecting and reprocessing. The
new DQM system includes software tools that
• show data acquisition summary and histograms;
• collect quality data from automated scripts and users input;
• have hierarchical quality model;
• support several parameter sets for different stages of data processing;
• provide quality information getter UI’s and API’s.
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2 Estimating Run Quality
The minimal collection of events for data acquisition analysis is referred to here and below as “run”.
This is also the minimal unit for the data quality estimation. Parameters to monitor are defined
by the detector subsystem experts with optional scripts which assign data quality marks to runs
according to configuration. These marks could be “bad”, “user has to decide”, “in doubt”, “good”,
“no data”. They could be also assigned manually by dedicated persons which are usually operators,
run coordinator and detector subsystems experts.
2.1 The Data Acquisition Stage
At this stage an operatormonitors the experiment data quality right after the data acquisition. A large
set of histograms (e.g. drift chamber layers statistics, calorimeter energies distribution) becomes
available minutes/hours later after the data are processed by a high level trigger and recorded. Our
DQM system then launch predefined scripts which assign quality marks where possible, and then
displays the histograms and automatic quality marks to an operator. The operator shall check them,
assign the quality marks which were not set automatically, and, if necessary, correct automatic
marks or assign them if not set. Not all important quality parameters yet covered with automatic
decision scripts, so the DQM system enforces an operator to fill the gaps. In order to help one to do
it without special knowledge, the interface displays reference histograms. Subsystem experts also
may leave comments about their decision like for example “the histogram has to have two peaks”.
Having checked all the parameters an operator could either proceed with other activities or report
a problem to a run coordinator the same day it appeared.
During the data collection dedicated person (the run coordinator) makes sure that the data
collection goes smoothly. This person keeps an eye on the operators checking quality data. The
DQM system provides a day summary and amonth view for this purpose in addition to the individual
run view.
Interactive DQM interface is implemented as a web application. So the run coordinator and
the experts can remotely discuss the quality and make sure the detector works fine.
A list of good runs could be exported also for prompt calibration programs to use.
Checks performed at this stage:
• Check the run validity: enough time, enough events, good collider currents etc.
• Check the detector subsystems: calorimeter, tracking system, aerogel counters, muon system,
trigger electronics etc.
2.2 The Reprocessing Stage
The second stage of the data quality control is done when data has been reprocessed for analysis. At
that time we have more information, including that available only after completion the experiment.
Reprocessing software applies proper and final calibration (conditions) data and produces newmeta-
statistics (histograms, counters, averages) to check. These meta-data later analysed with related
scripts based on configuration.
Data preparation requires creative approach and immersion for several days or even weeks. The
person who deals with this task have more general view than individual runs. It could be necessary
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to make quality decisions based on run ranges or run sets at once. Now the DQM system provides
a single point of storing, discussing and retrieving quality information. The data experts can easily
access the first stage quality data or investigate some data mysteries with the detector subsystem
experts. Having done that, we can export a list of good runs for processing.
Checks of the stage could include
• check the run validity
– enough run time, enough events,
– good event number ratio for e+e− → e+e−, e+e− → γγ;
• check the subsystems, examine specific runs in detail.
3 Interaction With Users
Anoperator, a physicist or subsystem expert can interactwith theDQMsystemusing three interfaces:
web interface, program getter access using, DQM scripts. In principle direct access to the DQM
database is also possible, but this way is generally discouraged for any use other than system
administration and development.
3.1 Web Interface
Figure 1. Reviewing a run quality – the expert mode and the operator mode.
This is the main way of manual interaction. It allows users to compare actual numbers and
histograms with reference ones, to assign their quality marks and leave comments, to select runs by
several quality criteria and to view or edit their quality data. The interface provides different views
for operators and experts.
The operator views are optimized to check limited set of parameters for each run (figure 1, on
the right). It displays actual and reference representation (histograms, averages etc.) of pre-defined
parameters set. An operator can monitors the run log and walk back and forth at the run quality
view.
The expert views are optimized for investigating quality data (figure 1, on the left). They
contain forms for filtering runs by quality, run list view and particular run summary with parameters
accessible by a mouse click.
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3.2 Program Getter Access
Data quality information also available using program getter access from Python scripts. This
language is chosen because embedded Python interpreter is used for configuration of experiment
data processing framework [6]. The interaction (figure 2) is relative simple. The retrieved data
(overall or per-system quality marks) could be used to filter qualified runs in automated calibration
software or in analysis.
# g e t t i n g q u a l i t y da ta f o r a s i n g l e run 41000
from RunQua l i t y import Da t aQu a l i t yG e t t e r
g e t t e r = D a t aQu a l i t yG e t t e r ( )
q u a l i t y = g e t t e r ( 41000 )
# g e t t i n g q u a l i t y da ta f o r m u l t i p l e runs
from RunQua l i t y import Da t aQu a l i t yG e t t e r
g e t t e r = D a t aQu a l i t yG e t t e r ( )
q u a l i t y , missed = g e t t e r . cache ( range (41000 , 41010 ) )
Figure 2. Examples of using DQM python getter.
The program getter can either interact with web interface (figure 2, single run example), or
load cached integral quality information (figure 2, multiple runs example) from the database. The
single mode could be used for triggering quality estimation when login credentials are provided.
The multiple mode is faster. However it may result in missing some information if some cache
entries are expired or don’t exist.
3.3 DQM Scripts
Automated data quality estimation is performed by executing special scripts. A script (like at
figure 3) is a ROOT [7] macro that accepts several parameters like run number, histogram, file path,
etc. The script shall analyze the data and assign quality marks to related subsystem for one run. It
also can set parameters titles/comments, choose custom histograms/numbers to show or even hide
them. These actions are performed using a simple C++ API.
The system provides the infrastructure. Usually detector subsystem experts create their scripts
based on their understanding.
These scripts are executed by a server when an authorized user accesses a web page containing
run quality data. Having executed the scripts a user can review the results and correct some data
if necessary at any time. The output produced by scripts is cached, so they are executed when
accessing for the first time. Cache invalidation is available for experts.
4 Implementation Details
The described software is implemented as an SND information system [8] component. The server
part is integrated to the Node.js [9] application (in JavaScript). The system uses SND databases
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void s c r i p t _ e x amp l e (
i n t run , / / t h i s run number
cons t char ∗ h i s t s / / h i s t o g r ams ROOT f i l e pa th or NULL
) {
i f ( h i s t s == NULL) {
pa r ame t e r ( " param1 " )
. q u a l i t y (QBAD)
. comment ( "No␣ h i s t o g r ams ! " )
. v a l u eNu l l ( ) . r e f N u l l ( ) ; / / u n s e t v a l u e s
} e l s e {
/ / check t h e h i s t o g r ams somehow ( e . g . by r o l l i n g d i c e )
pa r ame t e r ( " param1 " )
. q u a l i t y ( gRandom−> I n t e g e r ( 2 ) ? QGOOD : QBAD
. v a l u eH i s t ( "CL / h29 " )
. comment ( " Checked␣ u s i ng ␣ l a z y ␣Monte−Car l o ␣method . " ) ;
}
/ / app l y t h e changes , s e t s c r i p t e x e c u t i o n s t a t u s
f l u s h _ p a r am e t e r s (QGOOD) ;
}
Figure 3. A simple DQM script.
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Figure 4. The DQM data flow.
running under MySQL RDBMS and node-mysql for accessing them. Please refer to figure 4 for
more details.
The histograms mentioned before are served by another Node.js application that uses JS-
ROOT [10] both at server and client sides for reading histogram files and rendering histograms.
The server can use also old CERNLIB HBOOK files converting them by h2root utility.
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5 Applying to Experiment Data
Having put the new software into production, we implemented DQM scripts for several subsystems
(calorimeter, muon system, trigger electronics). The new interface was used at the data acquisition
stage in 2019.
At the same time, the data collected in the previous (2018) year were marked up during the
reprocessing stage. More than five thousands runs (including cosmic ones) containing 3.1 billion
stored events were checked. This check resulted in detecting 23% runs having bad quality (cosmic,
short, test or erroneous runs), 62% good ones and 14% ones with tolerable quality. The results are
shown at the figure 5. Please note that bad runs tend to be significantly shorter in terms of time,
events count and integral luminosity, however they occupy the same area on the figure.
Figure 5. Integral quality data for RHO2018 experiment. Each cell represents a run (green, yellow and red
backgrounds for good, tolerable and bad quality respectively).
6 Conclusion
A new version of the SND experiment DQM system provides a framework for automatic and
manual data quality estimation, interactive (web) and program user interfaces. SND data quality is
monitored in data acquisition and processing stages with different goals and assumptions.
The new DQM system was put into production in 2019. The data acquisition configuration
was used during data taking of 2019 and 2020. The reprocessing configuration was used for data
of 2018 and 2019.
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